Style Guide:

Bibliography and Citation

All handouts, essays, and term papers must contain either a Works Cited list (which includes all the sources you have explicitly referred to and referenced) or a bibliography (which includes everything that you have read in preparation). You should check with the teacher to know what is required of you.

The individual entries must appear in alphabetical order with the heading **Works Cited** or **Bibliography** at the top of the page.

There are many different citation styles, like the MLA guidelines, Chicago Style, etc. Ultimately, the decision which style to use is down to the individual department, so you should always check with the teacher what the exact formal requirements are. However, once you have chosen to work in a particular style, you have to be absolutely consistent in your application of this style, using it coherently.
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1. **General notes on bibliographies**

All self-contained and independent titles (monographs, journals, reference books, newspapers, films, etc.) must be put in *italics*, while sources that are contained in larger works (short stories, poems, articles which have appeared in any of the above) must be put in quotation marks and require page numbers.

If the title of the book contains italics to begin with, you can de-italicise the respective word (e.g. *The Old English Exodus*) or put it in inverted commas (e.g. *The Old English ‘Exodus’*).

All the principal words in the title of a published work (nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and subordinating conjunctions) must be capitalised (e.g. *Introduction to the Study of English and American Literature*). Capitalisation does *not* extend to articles, prepositions, and coordinating conjunctions.

Use a colon and a space to separate a title from a subtitle (e.g. *Reproducing Gender: Critical Essays on Educational Theory and Feminist Politics*).

You can abbreviate the names of publishing houses: Oxford UP instead of ‘Oxford University Press’, Lang instead of ‘Peter Lang Verlag’.

If there is more than one place of publication, separate them with a / (forward slash).

If there are more than two places of publication or more than two authors/editors, you can just give the name of the first one and add “et al.” (for ‘et alii’).
2. How to compile a bibliography

2.1 Self-contained publications

Monographs


The last example (Miess) is part of a book series. In this case, the title of the series and the volume number can be given in parentheses.

Anthology or essay collection

Use ed. to indicate a single editor and eds. for more than one editor.


As the second example (Baker/Saldanha) indicates, use elevated script to highlight a new edition of an older text (but not if the book is simply an unrevised reprint).

When citing an individual text from an essay collection, you must indicate exactly which text you have used. In this case, consult section 2.2 (Articles).

Reference books/dictionaries/reference grammars

These can be listed under the names of the authors/editors.


Reference books and encyclopaedias can also be cited under an abbreviation throughout your text, but there must be a corresponding entry in your Works Cited list.

Start with the name of the book if it is an anonymous publication (as some reference books are).


A book comprising several volumes

A book which has been published in several volumes requires only one entry in your Works Cited list. When quoting from this work in your paper, your citation must contain a hint to the volume number, e.g. “Opdahl 2000: 1.35” (for volume 1, page 35).


Scholarly editions of classical texts with an author and an editor

When a source is re-published, the original year of publication can be helpful for the reader, particularly if the source is a primary text or a theory classic. The original year precedes that of the print edition you have used.


You can then cite your primary text as “Shelley 1818/2003”. Alternatively, you can cite a primary text under an abbreviation throughout your essay (see 3.1).

Translations

The name of the translator comes after the title of the publication.


Dissertations

If a dissertation has been published by a regular publishing house, treat it like you would any monograph. However, older dissertations were frequently published by the university itself. If the dissertation was only published on microfiche (not in print), add the respective hint.


Multiple works by the same author

If your bibliography features multiple titles by the same author, list them chronologically.


2.2 Articles

Please note that titles of articles are always placed in quotation marks. The name of the overall publication (journal, newspaper, essay collection) must be put in *italics*, though.

**Definition or article from a reference book (dictionaries, encyclopaedias)**

You can cite these like you would any other article that was published in an essay collection or anthology (that is, starting with the name of the author). However, some encyclopaedias do not indicate *who* wrote the individual article. In this case, place the title at the beginning.


**Newspaper or magazine articles**


If you cite a web version of the newspaper article, please refer to the next section (2.3).

**Article in a scholarly journal**

Give the volume number as well as the number of the individual issue (e.g. “57.3” for 57th volume of that journal, 3rd issue of that year).


**Article from an essay collection or anthology**

The title of the article is followed by the name of the book, its editor(s), publishing place, and publishing house. Please note that monographs, by contrast, are always cited as *monographs* (thus, cite the whole book even if you have only worked with one chapter in it).


When citing a text which has been published in an essay collection/reference book (or anything else which contains contributions from different authors), do not cite it under the name of the editor, but under the names of the individual author(s).

When quoting Klein’s article, this is what you have to include in your Works Cited list:


More than two articles from the same essay collection

When citing several texts from the same essay collection, you can provide a short reference for the book, as long as full citation of the book is provided elsewhere in your Works Cited list.


[...]


[...]

Reprint of an older article

If the article has been published elsewhere before, add the year of its first publication and (if possible) a reference to where it first appeared.


2.3 Internet sources

General notes:

You can integrate internet sources directly into your Works Cited list, but it is possible to have two separate lists (print sources vs. online sources).

You should **always include a URL** to make sure your source can be located. Provide the URL in exactly the same way in which you see it in your Web browser. Do not insert any signs, e.g. a hyphen in order to mark that the URL runs over more than one line.

Internet sources generally require you to list **two dates**: the original year of publication (which follows the author’s name in parentheses, like in any other bibliographical entry), and the date when you accessed the site.

Some online articles do not provide the name of the author or a date – in these cases, please check carefully whether the content of the website is really **useful and trustworthy**.

Articles published on the web


In the second example (“Grenada”), no author name was given.
In the third example, no original publication date was given. In this case, put “n.d.”.
In the last example (@persiankiwi), the pseudonym is treated like a regular author name.
Complete website


Pictures/illustrations from the web


Online database

Like with reference books (2.1), you can introduce an abbreviation to reference online databases in your Works Cited list.

\[ \text{OED} = \text{Oxford English Dictionary Online. 3rd ed. with quarterly updates as online version available from: http://www.oed.com.} \]

However, you should still cite the individual entries provided via these databases separately.

Databases which provide electronic access to conventionally published material (like out-of-print classic texts) are only mentioned after the bibliographical information of the actual text.


If you have used an online database to access an article that was published in a conventional print journal, you need not reference the database. The conventional citation (cf. 2.2) will do.

The same goes for accessing books with tools like GoogleBooks or the eBook service of your local library.

\[ \text{Thus:} \]


... instead of:


2.4 Other media

Film


Out of all the contributors, the name of the director is the only one which is obligatory. Further contributors can be added if they are deemed pertinent, e.g. Perf. (performers, like in the example), Prod. (producer), Scr. (screenwriter). Additionally, cite the organisation that had the overall responsibility for the film (in this example, Warner Brothers).

TV series


Here, it is the creator (rather than the director) who is obligatory. Again, further contributors (writer, director, performers, etc.) can be added.

Individual episode of a TV series


Song


YouTube video


CD-ROM

2.5 A few special cases

Several texts by the same author and published in the same year


Unpublished material

When citing material that you had access to even though it has not been published (yet), add (forthcoming) instead of the exact year of publication. All the other information (publishing house, place, etc.) should be given if it is known to you.


Reviews of academic publications

When citing a review (which usually comes without a particular headline), give the details of the work which is being reviewed.


Please note that newspaper reviews (of literary texts, films, etc.), on the other hand, are cited like any other newspaper or magazine article.
3. How to reference quotes in your text

When referring to the works of others in your text, you should use what is known as parenthetical citation (not footnotes). This method involves placing relevant source information in parentheses after a quote or a paraphrase. Footnotes should be reserved for additional information which would, if included in the text, disrupt the coherence of your argument and the fluency of your text. This includes hints to other material or to a further line of argument which you cannot develop in full in your chapter.

When writing about films or other visual arts, you can (and should) make use of stills and other forms of illustrations – as a form of ‘visual quotes’, they are legitimate and can be a useful addition to your argument. Remember to provide the source, of course.

If you work with primary and secondary sources, you should list them separately in the bibliography. If it is not possible to clearly distinguish between them (some historical source texts may be equally considered both), cite all your sources like secondary sources.

3.1 Primary sources

When citing your primary sources (such as literary or religious works), it is best to introduce an abbreviation in parentheses immediately after the first use of the full title. (This has the added advantage of avoiding bizarre references like “Shakespeare 2014”). From then on, just use this abbreviation (and the page number, of course) to refer to this work.

- In his novel *The Remains of the Day* (*Remains*), Kazuo Ishiguro tells the story of a butler who solely relies on his employer’s judgment. In the end, the protagonist admits that he may have put too much trust “in his lordship’s wisdom” (*Remains* 256).

When citing an edition of a classic play, use its act, scene and line numbers, rather than page numbers. The same goes for poetry (which is cited with line numbers).

- When Hamlet confronts his mother about her behaviour, she accuses him of having “insulted [his] father” and of “answering [her] foolishly” (*Hamlet* 3.4.11-13). [indicates Hamlet, Act 3, Scene 4, lines 11 to 13]
- The lyrical speaker in Shakespeare’s sonnet reasons that “[r]oses have thorns, and clear fountains mud” (S35.2) [indicates Sonnet 35, verse 2]

Always use present tense when paraphrasing the content of a primary source:

- Once he hears of his father’s demise, Hamlet seeks revenge, though he does not snap into action straightaway.
3.2 Secondary sources

Generally, parenthetical documentation of secondary literature includes the author’s last name followed by the year and a page reference. (See below for examples.) Short references must correspond to the Works Cited list: If you cite your source as “Brooks 1989”, this means your Works Cited list contains a corresponding entry under this name. The source must always be given, no matter if it is a literal quote or merely a paraphrase of someone else’s thoughts.

Quotes and paraphrases are followed by author name and page number in parentheses.

- “Miss Emily turns out to be not a Southern lady; she is a Clytemnestra, a figure out of tragedy” (Brooks 1989, 161).
- Miss Emily and her madness can be likened to the tragic character of Clytemnestra (Brooks 1989, 161).

If the author’s name features in the text, do not mention it in parentheses again.

- Brooks explains that “Miss Emily turns out to be not a Southern lady; instead, she is a Clytemnestra, a figure out of tragedy” (1989, 161).

When referencing one and the same source repeatedly right after one another, you can use “ibid.,” starting with the second quote.

- It makes more sense to describe it as a “fourfold model” (Haugen 1983, 270). Haugen himself argues that “while the four steps in my model show a certain logical succession, they are not necessarily temporally successive, but may be simultaneous and cyclical” (ibid.).

If your source is by more than one author, cite their names accordingly.

- Shakespeare frequently adapted works by other authors, though his reputation is one of “unsurpassed originality” (Fischlin/Fortier 2000, 1).
- Recent discussions suggest that both genetic and social factors contribute to the formation of behaviour (Horwitz et al. 2003, 112).

In the unlikely case that your Works Cited list features two authors with the same last name, whose works have been published in the same year, include their first initials. Write out full first names if initials are identical.

- Miss Emily’s madness owes an intertextual debt to the tragic character of Clytemnestra (C. Brooks 1989, 161).
If your source is anonymous, cite it under an abbreviated version of the title (starting with the first word, so that the article can be easily located in the Works Cited list):

- 53% of Grenada’s population is Roman Catholic (“Grenada” 2009).

When quoting or paraphrasing ‘indirectly’ (i.e. the passage you want to quote is already a quote in the source where you have found it), use the abbreviation qtd. in (“quoted in”). The corresponding entry in your Works Cited list must refer to the actual source you have used and not to the source you cite indirectly.

- In an interview with Grenier, William Faulkner calls himself a “failed poet” (qtd. in Brooks 1989, 55).

If you only briefly allude to other material in passing (so as to hint at further reading or to list other sources on the topic), use cf.

- The question of Shakespeare’s authorship has been frequently discussed in recent years (cf. Wells 1987; Fischlin/Fortier 2000; Garber 2003).

Integrate quotes into your own prose as smoothly as possible, rather than just have a quote follow a sentence of your own. Indicate necessary grammatical changes in brackets, and use ellipses [...] to show whether you have omitted parts of the quote. There is no need to use ellipses [...] at the beginning/end of the quote, as the context usually shows whether you left out something or not.

- Miss Emily, the main character in Faulkner’s A Rose for Emily, is “a Clytemnestra, a figure of tragedy,” who, “[a]s she retreats [...] into herself,” detaches herself from “the rest of the town” (Brooks 1989, 161).

  In this example, Brooks’s sentence obviously started with “As ...” (spelled with a capital A), but as you make it part of your own sentence, you have to make the necessary change.

When a quotation amounts to more than three typed lines, set it off from the text by beginning the quotation on a new line and by indenting the entire quotation. The quotation should be single-spaced. Do not add quotation marks. Place the parenthetical reference after the period of the last sentence of the quotation.

- Right from the beginning, there was a diachronic perspective to the field of linguistics:

  It is perhaps not accidental that the study of language began with the quest for the origin of words – etymology. The idea was that things had ‘right’ names. If you wanted [to] find out the truth about something you had to uncover the real meaning of its name. (Klein 2001, 81)

  In practice, this meant that etymology played a special role in ...
4. Research hints

Here are some very general hints as to where you can start with your research on a given seminar topic.

1. Literature, which was discussed and/or recommended in class. Some of it might be found in a Semesterapparat in the SLUB.
2. Consult the bibliographies/Works Cited lists of other books and articles (the more recent, the better).
4. If a particular volume is not available in the SLUB, try an interlibrary loan ("Fernleihe aus auswärtigen Bibliotheken").
5. Use research databases like the MLA (Modern Language Association) which you can access via the campus web (SLUB → Recherche → Datenbanken → Fachdatenbankenangebote).
6. Check the SLUB Wissensbar for individual consultation dates and to find out more about the library’s research facilities (http://www.slub-dresden.de/service/wissensbar).
7. Older, copyright-free scholarly texts are frequently available on www.archive.org.
8. Online research: It is okay to start with web pages like Wikipedia, but you should be aware of their limits (everyone can contribute, they are anonymous). Good Wiki pages (particularly the English ones), however, often contain a valid Works Cited list which you can use as a starting point to find more material.